
Color CodeColor Name
FRONT & REAR AIRDAM FRONT AIRDAM REAR AIRDAM

Part No.

MZ380451EX

If you do not follow the instructions during installation or handling, it may cause not only inhibition 
of the function but also a malfunction of the vehicle or product. 
Never install or use this product in any manner other than that stated in the Installation Manual.
If you have any questions regarding this product, how to install it or how to use it, please contact 
the dealer where you purchased it.
Please understand that Mitsubishi Motors will not be liable for any trouble that occurs as a result of 
not observing the instructions in this manual.

To the dealer:
Be sure that the customer receives this publication.

Caution

LANCER/LANCER EX
FRONT & REAR AIRDAM

INSTALLATION AND HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS
FRONT AIRDAM REAR AIRDAM

Note

Thank you for purchasing a Mitsubishi genuine accessory.
To install and use the product correctly with proper knowledge of it, read this Installation Manual carefully.
Please keep this Installation Manual in a convenient location where it can be referred to as needed.

Attention

This publication gives precautionary instructions in the boxes titled as follows.
Read through these instructions thoroughly.

Describes precautions that should be observed in order to prevent injury or damage 
to the vehicle or its components, which may occur if sufficient care is not taken.

Provides additional information that facilitates installation work.

A31 MZ380480EX
X42 MZ380481EX
A39 MZ380482EX
P26 MZ380483EX
S18 MZ380484EX
T65 MZ380485EX
A86 MZ380486EX
T70 MZ380487EX
W37 MZ380488EX
D06

UNPAINTED
COOL SILVER METALLIC
BLACK MICA
MEDIUM PURPLISH GRAY MICA
RED METALLIC
PLATINUM BEIGE METALLIC
DEEP BLUE MICA
AQUA METALLIC
BLUE METALLIC
WHITE SOLID
LIGHTNING BLUE MICA MZ380489EX

MZ380452EX
MZ380493EX
MZ380494EX
MZ380495EX
MZ380496EX
MZ380497EX
MZ380498EX
MZ380499EX
MZ380500EX
MZ380501EX
MZ380502EX

MZ380453EX
MZ380504EX
MZ380505EX
MZ380506EX
MZ380507EX
MZ380508EX
MZ380509EX
MZ380510EX
MZ380511EX
MZ380512EX
MZ380513EX



FRONT AIRDAM REAR AIRDAM

TOOLS

COMPONENTS (Make sure that all of the following components were included in the kit.)

PRECAUTION
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Torque wrench (10) Socket wrench (8,10) Extension bar (small) Open-end wrench (8)

Drier (use when temperature 
is <18 oC)=

Screwdriver Short screwdriver Drill

Drill bit (    3,    10 ) Protection glasses Ornament remover Water-based pen

Tape measure White gasoline or Alcohol wipe Service/Workshop ManualWiping rags

① Front airdam RH
    : 1 piece

② Front airdam LH
    : 1 piece

③ Speed nut
    : 4 pieces

④ Bolt (M5 x 16)
    : 4 pieces

⑤ Flat washer (M5)
    : 20 pieces

① Rear airdam RH
    : 1 piece

③ Screw grommet A
    : 6 pieces

④ Screw grommet B
    : 2 pieces

② Rear airdam LH
    : 1 piece

INSTALLATION AND
HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS
: 1 piece

⑨ Screw grommet A
    : 8 pieces

⑥ Spring washer (M5)
    : 4 pieces

⑦ Nut (M5): 4 pieces

⑧ Screw (M5 x 20)
    : 12 pieces

⑤ Spacer
    : 2 pieces

⑥ Screw (M5 x 20)
    : 6 pieces

⑦ Screw (M5 x 30)
    : 2 pieces

⑧ Flat washer (M5)
    : 12 pieces

1. Temperature for drying after painting this product must be less than 80 oC.
2. Never re-apply the double-sided tape, because doing so will cause a significant loss of adhesive force.
3. Never use or install this product on any other models. It may cause damage or an accident.
4. This product cannot be installed together with components not shown above. 
    Please be sure to use the components.

Alcoholwipe
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURES FRONT AIRDAM
Required only for a vehicle equipped 
with front fog lamps.

If the standard front airdam is mounted, remove the front bumper first. 
Then, remove the standard front airdam and install the front bumper again.

Standard equipped 
front airdam

Note

③

Refer to the Service/Workshop Manual for the 
front bumper removal and installing procedure.



18°

HOT

COLD

Note
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Peel and fold the exfoliate paper 
while not removing it completely.

Peel and fold all the exfoliate paper outside 
the front airdam while not removing them 
completely as shown above.

④⑦ ⑥ ⑤

⑥ ⑤ ⑤

⑤

4

5

6

50mm

Temporary tightening

Completely peel off the exfoliate paper, 
completely tighten 
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White

gasoline

Caution

Alcoholwipe
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⑤
⑧

Lift up the vehicle.

A
B

C

Align it in the order of        ,       and       .
 

A B C

Temporary tightening



Note
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18°

HOT

COLD

Note
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Remove the exfoliate paper in order from  A   to  F   , 
then press fit well.

3mm

1st 2nd

10mm

A
C

E

B
D

F

Hinge

Front
bumper

Under panel
Make the gap 
approximately 2mm.

Mark in the center 
of the hole.
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②

②

⑨

⑤

⑧

Required only for a vehicle equipped with front fog lamps.

Final tightening
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Alcoholwipe
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③ ④

INSTALLATION PROCEDURES REAR AIRDAM
Lift up the vehicle.
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⑧

⑧

⑦

⑥

⑤

⑧

⑧

Peel and fold all the exfoliate paper outside the rear airdam 
while not removing them completely as shown above.

50mm

Temporary tightening
Temporary tightening

(30mm)
(20mm)

50mm

20mm
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3mm

1st 2nd

10mm

Mark in the center 
of the hole.
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⑥

③

(20mm)

A B

C

Remove the exfoliate paper in order from 
 A   to   C   , then press fit well.

Final tightening



24Hour

WAX
Compound

Gasoline
Light oil
Grease
Battery fluid
Brake oil
Engine oil
Alcohol

10km/h
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CHECKING AFTER INSTALLATION

CARE AND HANDLING

Caution

Operation check after installation

1.  Check the vehicle if necessary to keep the proper condition of this product including 
        the installation condition at all times.
2.  When a malfunction occurs while driving after installing this product, stop the vehicle 
        immediately and go to a workshop for an inspection.
3.  When the normal condition cannot be maintained due deterioration, damages, etc., 
        replace immediately.
4.  This product may deteriorate faster than a standard part.
5.  The original vehicle performance will not be improved by installing this product.
       Please drive carefully at all times.
6. When driving on a water-covered road and the front airdam or bumper is covered by water, 
      considerably reduce the speed and drive slowly (less than 10km/h.)
      If the speed is not reduced, the vehicle body such as the front airdam or bumper, 
      etc. may be damaged.

1. Check the installed condition for alignment, wobbliness, etc.
2. Check that each screw is securely fixed. If the screw loosens during the test drive, please tighten it more.
3. Check that the double-sided tape is securely applied.


